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We analyze the universal transport behavior in 1D and 2D fermionic systems by following the
unified framework provided by bosonization. The role played by the adiabatic transition between
interacting and noninteracting regions is emphasized.
It is well known that when a system containing com-
plicated interactions shows universal transport behavior,
this is certainly due to some underlying symmetry prin-
ciple or topological structure. On the other hand, in
one-dimensional systems such as quantum wires, in or-
der to understand the universal Landauer conductance,
it is important to take into account the adiabatic transi-
tion between the interacting Luttinger liquid in the wire
and the noninteracting Fermi liquid in the leads.1 Indeed,
the observed deviations of Landauer’s conductance from
its perfect value e2/h could be associated to a nonadia-
baticity in the experimental setup.2 In this note, we will
comment briefly on these topics, that is, universal behav-
ior, symmetries, topology and adiabaticity, by following
the unified framework provided by the bosonization of
low-dimensional systems.
By now, it is known3 that the bosonization
of current correlation functions associated with the
free fermion partiton function Z0[s] can be im-
plemented in terms of an action KB[λ], where
exp iKB[λ] =
∫
Db Z0[b] exp i
∫
dνx bε∂λ, and the ex-
act current bosonization rule j ↔ ε∂λ. For space-
time dimension ν = 2, λ is a scalar field φ and jµ ↔
εµν∂νφ, while for ν = 3, λ is a vector field A and
jµ ↔ εµνρ∂νAρ. These rules are universal in the
sense that, when a current interaction I[j] is introduced,
the following bosonizing mapping can be considered4,
KF [ψ] + I[j]−
∫
dνx s.j ↔ KB[λ] + I[ε∂λ]−
∫
dνx sε∂λ.
For 1D massless Dirac fermions, KF [ψ] =
∫
d2x iψ¯∂/ψ,
the fermionic partition function is just a Fujikawa anoma-
lous jacobian and the computed bosonized action corre-
sponds to the usual one, KB[φ] =
∫
d2x pi
2
∂µφ∂
µφ. In
two dimensions, this bosonization procedure is suitable
for studying parity breaking systems, such as massive
Dirac fermions and nonrelativistic electrons in the pres-
ence of a magnetic field. We will call “Perfect Hall Re-
gions” those regions where the parity breaking parameter
is large. There, the bosonized action for 2D relativistic
large mass Dirac fermions (m → ∞) turns out to be
KB[A] ∼ K∞[A] = 4πSCS [A]
3, while the bosonized ac-
tion for 2D nonrelativistic electrons in the presence of
a large magnetic field (large Bext/m), with filling factor
1, is KB[A] ∼ K∞[A] = 2πSCS [A] + 2π
∫
d3x {A0Bext −
3
2m
(~∇× ~A)2}.
• 1D Systems: To study transport through a local-
ized interacting 1D region Ω connected to noninteracting
Fermi liquid leads, we can model the one channel leads
by means of massless Dirac fermions. If the interaction is
chiral symmetric and the transition between interacting
and noninteracting regions is adiabatic, then an anoma-
lous chiral current divergence can be derived from the
effective bosonized equations of motion,
∂µ [∂
µφ+ jµloc] = −(1/π)E(x, t), (1)
where jµloc is a term localized in Ω, and related to the
interactions. This is indeed the case when: i) a cur-
rent interaction I[jµ] is present; ii) a finite incommen-
surate Peierls-Fro¨hlich system (ICDW), at low temper-
atures, is considered. In i), because of the above men-
tioned universal current bosonization rule, jµloc turns out
to be 1/π εµνδI/δjν , while in the case ii), jµloc receives the
contribution of the localized lattice degrees of feedom.5
We recall that the ICDW system is modelled in terms
of a field theory displaying an (anomalous) chiral sym-
metry6 ψR → e
ipiαψR , ψL → e
−ipiαψL , φ →
φ − α , ∆ → ei2piα∆, where ∆ is a field associated to
the lattice displacements R [∆ exp i2kFx]. In both cases,
from the moment an electric field is switched on until
it saturates in a stationary value E(x), the asymptotic
behavior of the fields corresponds to a motion along the
“direction” of the chiral symmetry, as this minimizes the
generated action. For instance, in ii) the asymptotic be-
havior is φ = f(x) − kt, ∆ = ei2piktD(x).5 This means
that, in the asymptotic regime, a current I ↔ −∂0φ = k
and a localized CDW, R [D exp i2(kFx+ πkt)], are gen-
erated. Eq. (1) becomes stationary in both cases, and
after integrating between two points a and b on the left
(resp. right) lead, the part depending on the localized
term jloc vanishes. Following a Maslov and Stone’s rea-
soning1, we have shown5 that the asymptotic current is
indeed I = k = 1
2pi
[V (b)−V (a)]. In ii), this corresponds
to a perfect conductance e2/h coming from the perfect
matching between the Fermi liquid in the leads and the
generated CDW in the lattice.
We remark that the ideal transport in ICDW systems
can be generalized to analogous 2D systems.7 In the fol-
1
lowing we comment instead on an extension of the pre-
vious methods to 2D parity breaking systems.
• 2D Systems:We suppose here that the “Hall System”
is perfect everywhere but on a region Ω, where smooth
and small deviations from the Perfect Hall condition are
present, that is, in Ω: i) the fermion mass is not so large
(relativistic fermions), ii) there are deviations from the
large magnetic field Bext (that was adjusted to filling fac-
tor 1). Therefore, the free fermion bosonized action will
no longer be K∞[A] (see the expressions quoted above),
but on general grounds it will be gauge invariant and will
have the form KB[A] = K∞ + R[ε∂A], where R[ε∂A] is
some functional localized in Ω.8
In the simpler case i), if current interactions are intro-
duced, the universal character of the current bosonization
rule implies Sbos[A] = 4πSCS[A] + R[ε∂A] + I[ε∂A] −∫
d3xsε∂A, leading to the equation,
4πεµνρ∂νAρ − ε
µνρ∂ν [δR/δj
ρ + δI/δjρ] = −εµνρ∂νsρ.
(2)
When I[j] is also localized in Ω, we have shown8 that,
considering stationary external sources, taking a spatial
component in Eq. (2), and integrating on a line between
two points a and b placed on different Perfect Hall re-
gions, the part that depends on the localized function-
als R and I does not contribute, and we are left with(∫
dxi∂iA0
)
= 1
4pi
[V (b) − V (a)]8. The left hand side
here is the bosonized expression for the current across
the line. This result is universal and corresponds to a
half perfect transverse conductance. A similar reason-
ing can be done in ii), where the transverse conductance
e2/h is seen to be universal, not depending on the charge
density interactions localized in Ω, nor on the particular
geometry of this region.8
Regarding these results, in the case ii), two remarks
are in order. Firstly, when the system is tunned to fill-
ing factor 1, Pauli’s principle turns the interactions ir-
relevant. However, when small deviations in Bext are
present, it is natural to consider interactions localized in
Ω as well. Secondly, we recall that two pictures have
been risen regarding the question of how the current in-
jected into the sample is distributed there: the edge and
bulk current pictures, depending on wether the Hall volt-
age drops near the edges or gradually across the sam-
ple (see9 and references therein). Associated arguments
for universality are well known and have been discussed
by others. An argument including electron-electron in-
teractions has been derived for the first picture10, by
means of an (edge) current algebra analysis in an effective
Thirring model defined on the sample’s boundary. How-
ever, in Hall experiments using Corbino geometry, where
the boundaries are not relevant, all the current must run
through the bulk.11 In this case, the universal Hall con-
ductance has been derived, for an interacting many-body
(gapped) system defined on a torus, by expressing it as
a topological Chern invariant.12 We see that the alterna-
tive derivation we have analyzed here also corresponds
to a bulk universality, including electron-electron inter-
action effects where small magnetic field deviations are
present.
In summary, symmetry and topological properties are
stressed by the bosonization mapping, while universal in-
formation is already present among its rules (j ↔ ε∂λ).
In order for these properties lead to universal transport
behavior, the adiabatic transition between the interact-
ing and noniteracting regions plays a fundamental role,
enabling a unified treatment of both regions in a sin-
gle theory, and establishing a particular matching be-
tween them. Whenever these conditions are met, strong
constraints are imposed on transport in 1D or 2D sys-
tems: the longitudinal and transverse conductance be-
come dominated by the Fermi liquid in the leads or the
Perfect Hall regions.
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